SMART BETTING CLUB FEATURE
HOW TO EARN CASHBACK BETTING
BY USING E-WALLETS
The Smart Betting Club has one key overriding aim – to help you make money betting and with
that in mind, I wanted to share with you details on how you can make cashback simply by using a
range of e-wallets to fund your betting accounts.
e-wallets such as those offered by Neteller, Skrill & ecoPayz allow you to deposit and withdraw
into all major bookmakers and exchanges and crucially – keep your betting activity separate to all
your day to day bank accounts.
You simply load cash into your e-wallet from your bank account and then transfer those funds
into your betting accounts when needed.
And it is this transferring of funds from your e-wallet and into your betting accounts where you
can earn cashback – up to 1.1% with Neteller and start to earn money whether your bets win or
lose.
It is a simple, effective way to earn money each month simply by moving your funds from ewallet to betting accounts and back. Those of you betting in medium to large sums each month
can easily start to make a good level of extra income for very little work indeed.
It’s simple to do and to help you explain more, I have been working with e-wallet cashback
expert – Johannes Turunen who has prepared the following guide on how it operates.
Over to Johannes…
Q&A: WHY USING YOUR E-WALLET WILL MAKE YOU MONEY MONTH AFTER
MONTH WHEN BETTING
HOW DID YOU FIRST HEAR ABOUT EWALLET-OPTIMIZER?

Johannes: As an online poker player since 2010, after my initial deposit from bank I was always
using Skrill for my deposits and withdrawals to poker sites as it was the most convenient way of
moving money. Later I discovered arbitrage and matched betting somewhere between 20122013 and started to clear available deposit bonuses from bookmakers, but it wasn’t until 2016
that I came across eWallet-Optimizer’s website and realized their program is something every
poker player and sports bettor could benefit from. Since then I’ve introduced many friends and
players to them.
My clear advice to all SBC readers is to open up an account with eWallet-Optimizer and start to
benefit from generating cashback simply by moving your money to and from bookmaker
accounts.
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WHAT ARE THE MAIN BE NEFITS OF EWALLET-OPTIMIZER PROGRAM FOR SPORTS
BETTORS?

Without question, the monthly cashback is the biggest benefit. Bettors from all over the world
have made hundreds of pounds, some even thousands, by utilizing this program… and obviously I
hope you will achieve the same!
Other perks include personal Skype support 365 days a year, free MasterCards for your account,
instant VIP upgrades for Neteller and ecoPayz and easier VIP upgrade requirements for Skrill.
The overview of the benefits for each wallet are:

•

0.3% Cashback on all Merchant Transfers

•

$15 Welcome Bonus for new clients

•

Easier and Faster VIP Status Upgrade

•

Additional & Personal Support 365 days a year

•

0.3 – 1.1% Cashback on all Merchant Transfers

•

Instant Silver VIP Status with free MasterCard

•

Fully Verified within 1 Business Day

•

Additional & Personal Support 365 days a year

•

0.6 – 1% Cashback on all Merchant Transfers

•

Instant Gold VIP Status with Free MasterCard

•

Fully Verified within a few hours, 7 days a week

•

Additional & Personal Support 365 days a year

To access all of the above benefits, you can join the eWallet-Optimizer program here and start to
earn cashback moving money from your e-wallet to your bookmaker accounts.
HOW DOES THE CASHBAC K WORK IN PRACTICE ?

Once your e-wallet account is accepted to the program, you can use it for deposits to any
merchants: bookmakers, exchanges, poker sites, casino sites and forex sites. Your cashback will
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be calculated from your monthly volume of these merchant transfers and paid to your e-wallet
on the following month.
This means that no matter if you have a winning, breakeven or losing month with your betting,
the cashback will form a steady stream of extra money as long as you make deposits to
bookmakers on a monthly basis.
WHAT KIND OF RESULTS HAVE EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF EWALLET-OPTIMIZER
ENJOYED?

This obviously depends on your monthly and yearly deposit volume to bookmakers.
The average monthly cashback for players I’ve introduced to eWallet-Optimizer has been around
£100 to £150 with a low 5-figure deposit volume.
That works out at between £1200 and £1800 per year – significant sums that all add up.
The good thing is once you sign-up for the program, your monthly cashback will grow together
with your bankroll since your bets get bigger which leads to bigger deposits.
This is where the compounding interest kicks in, which will accelerate the growth of your
bankroll. All in all, pretty much all the users have been happy with their decision to join the
program as you can see from these examples of feedback on Trustpilot.com:
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WHICH E-WALLET DO YOU RECOMMEND?

In terms of cashback, VIP perks and bookmaker coverage, Neteller has currently the overall best
program for bettors who transact a medium or high amount of money per year. Neteller has
therefore been my personal favourite throughout the years and I would recommend using their
e-wallet solution.
With a lower transaction volume, depending on your favourite bookmakers, ecoPayz might also a
viable option as it offers instant Gold VIP and a good amount of cashback right from the start.
The key thing to realise is that as long as the e-wallet is created under eWallet-Optimizer or is
attached to them, you can use the one you personally like the best.
WHO CAN JOIN THE EWALLET-OPTIMIZER PROGRAM?

All new e-wallet accounts at Skrill, Neteller and ecoPayz are eligible to join the program and will
be automatically accepted after signing up. If you have an existing account with any of them, you
can join the program if following conditions are met:
1. Your account hasn’t been used for transactions during last 3 months
2. Your account isn’t tagged under another affiliate
Once accepted into the program, you can use your e-wallet account for deposits to any
merchants: bookmakers, exchanges, poker sites, casino sites and forex sites. Your cashback will
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be calculated from your monthly volume of these merchant transfers, and paid to your e-wallet
on the following month.
No matter if you have a winning, breakeven or losing month in your betting, the cashback will
form a steady stream of extra money as long as you make deposits to bookmakers on a monthly
basis.
To join the eWallet-Optimizer program, fill your details with a new or existing account here
CAN YOU GIVE SOME INSIGHT ABOUT HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR EDGE WITH EWALLETS?

Since transfers with e-wallets are pretty fast, I recommend keeping most of your betting bankroll
available on your e-wallet. This way you can deposit to whichever bookmaker has the best odds
available for your selections, and perhaps keep a few units available on those bookmakers that
typically offer high odds for your selected sports.
Once you have cleared the rollover requirements on a bookmaker after depositing and placing
your bets, you can make a withdrawal and soon have the money ready for deposits to any
bookmaker.
The rollover requirements vary generally between 1-5x the deposited amount, which means you
would have to make bets worth between £1000 to £5000 if your deposit is £1000.
With so called soft bookmakers that attract casual bettors and are usually European, such as
Bet365 and William Hill, the usual rollover requirement is 1x the deposited amount. Below you
can find examples of rollover requirements for some well-known sharp bookmakers and
exchanges:
Pinnacle: 5x the deposited amount
18Bet: 5x the deposited amount
SBOBet: 3x the deposited amount
188Bet: 1x the deposited amount
Dafabet: 1x the deposited amount
12Bet: 1x the deposited amount
Betfair: 1x the deposited amount
Matchbook: 1x the deposited amount
Smarkets: 1x the deposited amount
The more turnover in deposits you create, the more cashback will be paid to your e-wallet the
following month. You can calculate the exact amount of cashback you will receive to your ewallet by using eWallet-Optimizer’s cashback calculator, which you can find on their website
after signing up.
ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANT TO ADD?

Once your e-wallet account is confirmed and verified, you can top up the account by your
preferred payment option. The international bank transfer can be recommended, since it is
almost always the cheapest method with no fees whatsoever on the deposit, and typically takes
a few business days to clear.
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In case you encounter any issues with your e-wallet account, eWallet-Optimizer’s team is here to
help you 365 days a year through personal Skype support to help with any issues 365 days a year.
Don’t hesitate to get in touch if you need assistance with anything related to your account!
SPECIAL INSIGHT: HOW HOLDERS OF EXISTING E-WALLET ACCOUNTS CAN ACCESS
THE BEST POSSIBLE CASHBACK DEAL
This section is written for those of you with a very specific question:

What can you do if you are already using Skrill, Neteller or ecoPayz and your
account is not receiving or eligible for cashback?
Possible reasons for not being eligible for cashback include being an active e-wallet user already,
having a VIP status or being tagged under another affiliate, as in these cases the e-wallet brands
would not see giving additional benefits to you as a viable business decision. What are the
options to overcome this problem? To answer this question, we have covered this topic below,
which include instructions on how to ensure you get cashback whatever your circumstances…
Step 1. Apply for eWO cashback program with your existing e-wallet account.
In case you haven’t used your account in the last 6 months and it’s not currently a VIP account,
your application for cashback has a very high chance of being approved. You can apply with your
existing e-wallet account here.
Step 2. If your account was NOT approved for eWO cashback program in step 1, choose the
specific situation that applies to you from below:
A. My existing Skrill account was not approved for cashback:
You can get better benefits by opening a Neteller account. Neteller is very easy to use if
you’re already familiar with Skrill, and they are both operated by the Paysafe Group.
Open your Neteller account here
B. My existing Neteller account was not approved for cashback:
You can get better benefits in terms of cashback by opening and using a Skrill account
temporarily.
Both Skrill and Neteller are operated by the same Paysafe Group and a wide selection of
bookmakers & exchanges offer these deposit methods. Using a Skrill account
temporarily for 6 months allows you to reset the activity on your Neteller account, after
which you can re-apply to the eWO cashback program with your old Neteller account.
Simply put, you earn cashback for 6 months when using Skrill, and you can earn even
more cashback with your old Neteller account 6 months from now if you make the
switch. Open your Skrill account here and set a reminder to re-apply with Neteller once
180 days have passed!
C. My existing ecoPayz account was not approved for cashback:
You can get better benefits in terms of cashback by opening and using a Neteller
account. Neteller offers a wider selection of bookmakers & exchanges compared to
ecoPayz, so you might also be able to explore some new bookies that are not currently
offering ecoPayz as deposit option. Open your Neteller account here
Step 3. Start making deposits, enjoy the cashback and continue to grow your bankroll!
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3 REAL-LIFE CASE STUDIES
EXAMPLES OF PUNTERS MAKING CASHBACK BY UTILISING E-WALLETS

CASE STUDY 1: TREVOR - £100 PER MONTH / £1200 PER YEAR

Trevor follows the English soccer leagues and frequently finds profitable games to bet on, mainly
on League One & League Two. He also likes to trade these matches on Betfair and place some
arbitrage plays, once he sees the market is about to move. To move his money between Betfair
and several bookmakers, he uses Neteller achieving a monthly volume between £20-30k making
close to £100 cashback per month.
While the extra cashback might seem quite modest at £100 per month – this equates to an extra
£1200 per year – a substantial sum especially for the tiny amount of work involved in transferring
his money.
Recently, these cashback sums have started to add up, thus allowing Trevor the chance to grow
his bankroll about half a unit faster per month than he otherwise would, and it’s risk-free unlike
his income from betting that varies month-to-month. The cashback arrives into his Neteller and
is instantly available for depositing just like the rest of his bankroll kept on Neteller.
CASE STUDY 2: ANDREW - £330 PER MONTH / £3,960 PER YEAR

Horse racing and soccer have been Andrew’s interest for several years, and he wins quite steadily
from both.
On a typical day Andrew backs horses with between £50 and £100 per bet, and soccer up to £300
per bet as it has lower variance than horse racing. With several of these bets he averages £1500
turnover per day and £45,000 a month, which translates to having Platinum VIP status on
Neteller and receiving around £330 cashback per month.
While Trevor grew his bankroll over half a unit faster per month, Andrew benefits even more
from the cashback program as he gets an extra unit per month just from his deposits to
bookmakers.
CASE STUDY 3: IGNAZIO - £140 PER WEEK / £7,280 PER YEAR

Ignazio is a high-volume bettor who has a mathematical approach to betting. He utilises
exchanges and aims to make a 3-4% ROI long-term. With an average bet hovering around £500
and a weekly volume of £20,000 he can squeeze out a profit of £600-£700 weekly.
For a punter like Ignazio, the cashback program has a significant impact on his edge. He also has
a Platinum VIP status on Neteller and makes around £140-£150 per week extra, which increases
his total profits by +20%. Basically Ignazio gets extra winnings of a week per month just for taking
advantage of this method of his money transfers!
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